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How Men Turned Into Mynahs
By

L. S. ENIE orally narrated from his book Phiro
Yan Motsu and translated by MS. JOYCE.

One day the morung leader decided to marry. But his proposal was
rejected. So he bought a charm to entice the lady. After handling the
charm, he shared his smoking pipe to all the bachelors in the morung.
Therefore they were all charmed and became devoted to their leader. As
a result they even forgot their parents and did not return back home.
They followed their leader in all ways. One day the leader rested for
nine days and so did the young men. They refused to obey their parents
and ceased all works. Since nothing could convince them, the parents
decided not to give them any food and let them starve for nine days.
Meanwhile their leader also could not provide them any food and as
days went by they slowly started to forget human food. Now as he
could not meet to their needs, the leader told the young men that since
they have all forgotten human food, they will turn into birds. Everyone
agreed and started the preparation. In the evening, they went to the
women selling cottons with the instruction that each man will buy
cotton from one woman only.
When all was ready, the leader instructed them to tear the cottons
into three parts. Then they were told to put two pieces of cotton into
their ears and the remaining one into their mouth. After this they lined
up and the leader stood infront and started flapping his hands crying
kyong-kyong. As everyone was imitating the action the first wings
emerged from the leader and he flew up to the top of the roof. Then after
sometime silence reigned in the morung because they had all turned
into birds. The parents anxious for their children went up to see what
was happening.They were shocked to see not their children but birds
flying about. Only one handicap man was left behind as he was not
able to completely change into a bird. He was killed.
Though their parents pleaded with them to transform back into
humans and said that they had prepared a feast for them, their
children were unable to change back into humans again. After sometime
the flock of Mynahs all flew to the top of the roof; they lined up from
east to west crying kyong-kyong and did the same lining from west to
east, and flew away into the deep jungles. Before they flew away the
leader told the parents that they will come and visit the village whenever
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The Old Man and His Dogs
Taken from Ngullie. N.T. book KYONG TATHI JULI
(The Lotha Nagas’ customs and culture). Dimapur: New printing
Press, 1993. Translated by

MS JOYCE.

Before the coming of the great darkness, an old man lived with his pack
of wild dogs. He had a good time hunting with his pack of wild dogs
hunting. His dogs were very faithful and never failed to bring him
games. As he entered into old age it was difficult for him to go hunting
along with his dogs. Therefore he called all his dogs after preparing
food for them. Then he said “my beloved dogs, now I am quite old to
look after you and also unable to go hunting with you anymore. But
do not forget the love and care that I have given to you. Therefore
whenever you kill any animals leave a leg for me.” But the dogs forgot
their master and the promise they had given. The youngest dog
remembered; as it was not given its share of food, it was angry with the
old man. So when the other dogs tried to recall what the old man
wanted, the youngest one told the other dogs that whenever they made
a hunting, the old man wanted them to eat it and leave their droppings
at the roadside for him. Therefore even to this day a wild dog always
leaves his droppings on the road side.
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